
Circular Flow of Income

 A simple model which illustrates the different flows of money, goods and services and resources within an economy.

Multiplier Process
Assuming there is an injection (J) into the economy, the multiplier process 
seeks to explain why national income will rise by more than that initial 
injection. For example, if the Govt embarks on a new £1bn infrastructure 
programme, GDP is likely to rise by more than £1bn – perhaps £2bn, £3bn 
or even £4bn. 

Why?  
The multiplier process occurs because the money from the injection 
helps to employ more factors of production (such as labour) and provide 
additional income for households. Households then spend a proportion 
of that additional income (depending on their marginal propensity to 
consume (MPC)) on output. This drives demand for more goods and 
services and, consequently, more demand for labour. This leads to more 
income for households and more demand for output. The cycle continues.

Formula (NB Not on spec) - change in national income = J x (1 / (1-MPC)).

Resources
The factors of production that are used by firms to produce output. Labour, Land, 
Capital, Enterprise.

Income
The income that is received for using factors of production. Wages, Rent, Interest, 
Dividends, Profits.

Output 
Goods and services that satisfy the wants and needs of households.  
Expenditure - Money that is used to purchase output.

Households provide firms with resources (factors of production) in exchange 
for income. Firms use those resources to make output to satisfy the wants and 
needs of households. Households buy the products from the firms using their 
income.

Some money leaks out of the system (withdrawals) and some ‘new’ money is 
injected into the system (injections).

If J>W, national income will increase. If J<W, national income will fall. If J=W, the 
economy is in equilibrium and Y = O = E.

National Income refers to the 
money value of all output that is 
made within a country in a year. It 
can be calculated from the circular 
flow model.

Income method (Y): Adding up all 
of the income that is received for 
using factors of production.

Output method (O): Adding up 
the total value of all goods and 
services produced in a year.

Expenditure method (E): Adding up 
the flows of expenditure needed 
to buy the nation’s output.

Macroeconomic Objectives
• Positive Real GDP growth and 

potential growth

• Low unemployment

• 2% inflation rate (plus or minus 
1% on either side)

• X>M

• Government finances (small 
budget deficit and low national 
debt) 

• Reducing income inequality

• Environmental improvements.

AD1 shifts to AD2 as a result of an injection (J) into the economy. AD2 shifts to 
AD3 because of the Multiplier and an increase in consumption (C).


